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Chameleon
The Eindhoven region in the Netherlands is known for its design and innovative manufacturing industry. It is this 
creative hotspot from which Chameleon draws its inspiration and contributes to. Our products are delivered 
daily to more than 50 countries worldwide. The production has been taking place in our own production 
facilities in Geldrop in the Eindhoven region for over 46 years. This involves combining computer-controlled 
machines with specialized craftsmanship. It is precisely this combination that ensures the highest quality 
products. We are proud of that!

We are Smit Visual, the producer of Chameleon whiteboards and acoustics.
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Sustainability 
Modern entrepreneurship involves considering future generations. Smit Visual (the producer of Chameleon) recognizes 
the important role that producers play in sustainability within our society. That’s why we are continuously striving to make 
advancements in this area.

Currently, 100% of our suppliers are located in Europe, with the majority being local. By working with local partners, we 
can keep the supply chain short and transparent. We maintain close communication with our suppliers to ensure they 
adhere to our ethical standards. This includes discussions on topics such as waste management, CO2 reduction, and 
working conditions.

All Chameleon whiteboards are FSC® certified (License code: FSC-C137061). This certification demonstrates that the 
materials used come from responsible forest management.

* Not included on product-level. 

Chameleon quality
The core of the Chameleon range is formed by the whiteboard. A Chameleon whiteboard can be recognized for its 
quality, which is visible in four ways:

1. Durability: Chameleon whiteboards are 10 mm thick with a robust, water-repellent MDF core (FSC-certified, see 
sustainability).

2. Surface: Chameleon whiteboards feature high-quality magnetic enamel steel, recognizable by a 
smooth surface without imperfections. We offer a lifetime warranty on writing and erasing on all enamel 
surfaces. Below is an overview of our enamel surface options.

3. Finish: Chameleon whiteboards are machine-cut and then hand-finished. We pay great attention to the finishing 
process.

4. Installation: Chameleon uses a unique TÜV-certified mounting system that works with magnetic plates.

Code Surface Description Writing / erasing Panel edge colour Maximum dimension

Whiteboard white 
Most popular whiteboard surface with 
a high gloss finish

Whiteboard markers / 
dry erase

White lacquered 1480x2980 mm

Chalkboard - grey
Colourfast, durable surface with a 
soft and even grey colour distribution

Chalk / dry erase Black lacquered 1180x2980 mm

Chalkboard - green
Colourfast, durable surface with 
a soft and even green colour 
distribution

Chalk / dry erase Black lacquered 1480x2980 mm

Low Gloss
White whiteboard with a slightly 
matte surface, also suitable for 
projection

Whiteboard markers / 
dry erase

White lacquered 1480x2980 mm

Grey Low Gloss Light grey matte whiteboard surface
Whiteboard markers / 
dry erase

White lacquered 1180x2980 mm

Projection*
Very matte surface, suitable for 
projection

Whiteboard markers / 
wet erase

White lacquered 1480x2980 mm
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1 
Writing

6

Glassboard
1.8 Sharp Glassboard
1.9 Sharp Glass Wall

Whiteboard
1.1 Sharp 
1.2 Sharp Wall 
1.3 Curve 
1.4 VisuWall
1.5 Round 
1.6 Pebbles
1.7 Custom whiteboard wall

7

Mounting
Chameleon whiteboards are delivered with the TÜV certified 
Chameleon magnetic mounting system. Magnetic mounting is 
very easy, and we supply a specified assembly drawing with each 
custom Chameleon whiteboard wall we sell.
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Simple and minimalist, that’s the power of Sharp. This whiteboard comes in its most basic form: straightforward, 
without a frame, and white on all visible sides. The rectangular whiteboard is available in 8 different sizes and can 
be hung both horizontally and vertically.

If you want a surface other than the default white enamel (W), please provide the article number for the desired 
size, followed by the surface code.

1.1 Sharp
Writing / Whiteboards / Sharp

Size (cm) Art. no.

118 x 238 16001.002 (+ code)

118 x 198 16001.012 (+ code)

118 x 178 16001.003 (+ code)

98 x 198 16001.005 (+ code)

98 x 148 16001.006 (+ code)

98 x 98 16001.007 (+ code)

88 x 118 16001.009 (+ code)

58 x 88 16001.010 (+ code)
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354 cm 472 cm 590 cm236 cm

19
8 

cm

Size (cm) Art. no. Amount of panels

198 x 236 16006.030 (+ code) 2

198 x 354 16006.031 (+ code) 3

198 x 472 16006.032 (+ code) 4

198 x 590 16006.033 (+ code) 5

Large writing wall in its most basic form, with right angles and without a frame. The edges are finished in white. 
Thanks to the razor-sharp edge finish, the panels fit together precisely with minimal seams. This Sharp Wall is 
available in 4 different sizes and 5 surface options. It can also be combined with Sharp Acoustics, see pages 32 - 
33.

If you want a surface other than the default white enamel (W), please provide the article number for the desired 
size, followed by the surface code.

1.2 Sharp Wall
Writing / Whiteboards / Sharp Wall
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Chameleon Curve is a frameless whiteboard with rounded corners and black lacquered edges that provides an 
attractive contrast. Chameleon Curve panels can be easily hung using the included magnetic mounting system.

If you want a surface other than the default white enamel (W), please provide the article number for the desired 
size, followed by the surface code.

1.3 Curve
Writing / Whiteboards / Curve

Size (cm) Art. no.

118 x 238 16002.002 (+ code)

118 x 198 16002.012 (+ code)

118 x 178 16002.003 (+ code)

98 x 198 16002.005 (+ code)

98 x 148 16002.006 (+ code)

98 x 98 16002.007 (+ code)

88 x 118 16002.009 (+ code)

58 x 88 16002.010 (+ code)
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19
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cm

196 cm 294 cm 392 cm 490 cm

Size (cm) Art. no. Amount of panels

198 x 196 16006.000 (+ code) 2

198 x 294 16006.001 (+ code) 3

198 x 392 16006.002 (+ code) 4

198 x 490 16006.003 (+ code) 5

This large writing wall features gentle curves accentuated by a black lacquered edge. The Chameleon VisuWall is 
a complete whiteboard wall that is 2 meters tall and 2, 3, 4, or 5 meters wide, consisting of multiple panels.

If you want a surface other than the default white enamel (W), please provide the article number for the desired 
size, followed by the surface code.

1.4 VisuWall
Writing / Whiteboards / VisuWall
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Round shapes are a timeless aspect of design. They remain relevant in ever-changing design landscapes. In 
addition to clean lines and angles, round shapes bring a sense of softness and harmony to a space. This is 
precisely what Chameleon Round does as a whiteboard. The perfectly round whiteboard features black 
lacquered edges. The board is available in 3 sizes and 5 different surface options.

If you want a surface other than the default white enamel (W), please provide the article number for the desired 
size, followed by the surface code.

1.5 Round
Writing / Whiteboards / Round

Size (cm) Art. no.

∅ 60 16003.021 (code)

∅ 98 16003.022 (code)

∅ 118 16003.023 (code)
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11
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cm

88 cm

88
 c

m

75 cm

58
 c

m

62 cm

Size (cm) Art. no.

Set Pebbles 16003.070 (+ code)

118 x 88 16003.071 (+ code)

88 x 75 16003.072  (+ code)

58 x 62 16003.073 (+ code)

Pebble shapes are an intriguing addition to interior design. The organic lines bring a natural tranquility to the 
space. There are 3 different Chameleon Pebbles, each with its own shape and size. These whiteboards have black 
edges. The Pebbles are available individually as well as in a set.

If you want a surface other than the default white enamel (W), please provide the article number for the desired 
size, followed by the surface code.

1.6 Pebbles
Writing / Whiteboards / Pebbles
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Every organization is unique. With a Chameleon custom whiteboard wall, this uniqueness can be accentuated. 
Create a magnetic writing surface with complete freedom in shape and size. It allows you to think big and unleash 
your creativity.

You can:
       
• Make it wall-filling (precisely in millimeters, keeping in mind to allow for some flexibility due to uneven walls).
• Add creative shapes, such as a skyline at the top.
• Include your logo as a cutout with a full-colour print behind it.
• Have a cutout made for a TV screen on or within the whiteboard.

A quotation is provided for this product.
            

1.7 Custom whiteboard wall
Writing / Whiteboards / Custom whiteboard wall
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Colour usage is a powerful tool in interior design because it strongly influences the atmosphere and feel of a 
space. Warm colours like red, orange, and yellow can create a cozy and lively ambiance, while cool colours like 
blue and green have a calming effect. They can also be combined with Sharp Acoustics, as seen on pages 32 - 
33.

Chameleon Sharp Glassboard is a magnetic glass writing board made of extra-clear safety glass. The 18 soft 
colour options are carefully selected to complement contemporary interior designs. Black whiteboard markers 
are highly legible on all glass board colours.

1.8 Sharp Glassboard
Writing / Glassboard  / Sharp Glassboard

Breeze
G100

Sky
G101

Frost
G102

Steel
G103

Subtle
G104

Just
G105

Thyme
G106

Gum tree
G107

Jade light
G108

Wolf
G109

Chocolate milk
G110

Tuscany
G111

Ochre
G112

Buttery
G113

Vanilla ice
G114

Raspberry
G115

Blush
G116

Hint of pink
G117

Size (cm) Art. no.

98 x 98 14800.300 [colour code]

98 x 148 14800.301 [colour code]

98 x 198 14800.302 [colour code]
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The 18 soft pastel shades (p. 23) of the Chameleon Sharp Glass Wall, due to their versatility, complement various 
interior design styles. They subtly add warmth or create a visually cooler atmosphere in a space. They can also be 
combined with Sharp Acoustics, as seen on pages 32 - 33.

The Sharp Glass Wall is a magnetic glass writing wall made of extra-clear safety glass. It is available in 8 sizes and 
consists of multiple panels. Black whiteboard markers are highly legible on all glass board colours.

1.9 Sharp Glass Wall
Writing / Glassboard / Sharp Glass Wall

196 cm

19
8 

cm

294 cm 392 cm 490 cm

14
8 

cm

196 cm 294 cm 392 cm 490 cm

Size (cm) Art. no. Amount of panels

148 x 196 14800.310 [colour code] 2

148 x 294 14800.311 [colour code] 3

148 x 392 14800.312 [colour code] 4

148 x 490 14800.313 [colour code] 5

198 x 196 14800.320 [colour code] 2

198 x 294 14800.321 [colour code] 3

198 x 392 14800.322 [colour code] 4

198 x 490 14800.323 [colour code] 5
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Acoustics
2.1 Creatives 
2.2 Sharp Acoustics
2.3 Creative V-Cut Panels
2.4 Creative V-Layer Panels 
2.5 Creative Layer Panels
2.6 Creative Education Panels
2.7 Creative Divider Panels 
2.8 Optimal
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9 + 18 mm PET felt
Application
The 9 and 18 mm Chameleon Acoustics PET felt is used for Creatives, Sharp Acoustics, and Creative 
Panels. 

Material
Chameleon Acoustics is made of 100% recyclable polyethylene terephthalate (PET), a part of which is 
derived from recycled PET bottles. These materials are processed to create sound-dampening felt with a 
soft structure.

Thickness and dimensions
The thickness of the PET felt panels is 9 or 18 mm, and the maximum panel size is 120 x 240 cm.

Fire resistance

EN13501 B-s1, d0

Acoustics
9 mm Chameleon Acoustics has been tested according to ISO 354-2006, and it has an NRC (Noise 
Reduction Coefficient) of 0.3. 0.5 for 18 mm Creative Panels.

Mounting
The Chameleon Acoustics panels come with Velcro mounting. This has the advantage of quick and 
easy installation, reusability, and the ability to separate materials in the future. Upon request, panels 
can also be supplied without Velcro for wall adhesion.

Colours
The Chameleon Acoustics Creatives are made of colour-ingrained felt. If the product is cut to a creative 
shape, this means the colour is also visible on the cut edges. We have made a selection of 21 colours, 
featuring a range of greys and browns. 

White
P001

Dusty white
P002

White marble
P003

Calm grey
P004

Rough grey
P005

Black lava
P006

Flat white
P007

Turmeric
P010

Hare
P008

Canyon
P009

Rust
P011

Iguana
P019

Garnet
P018

Pink rose
P017

Dusk
P016

Light blue 
quartz
P015

Polar ice
P014

Magma
P013

Tree bark
P012

Anthracite
P021

Ocean green
P020
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Creatives is a 9mm PET felt wall covering with reasonably to good acoustic properties, depending on the size of 
the surface. You can choose from 21 colours (p. 29), with the panel being coloured throughout.

A quotation for this product is provided based on the wall dimensions. The wall is filled with multiple panels, each 
with a maximum size of 120x240 cm. The 8 available V-cut designs are scaled to fit your wall size and cut into the 
panels. The sides of the panels feature a slight beveled edge, which incorporates the 2 mm V-cut seam subtly 
into the pattern.

2.1 Creatives
Acoustics / Creatives

Used PET felt colour: Iguana - P019

CPT101 CPT102 CPT103 CPT104

CPT105 CPT106 CPT107 CPT108
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198 x 98

98 x 48148 x 98

198 x 48

148 x 48 98 x 98

198 x 118198 x 59

Size (cm) Art. no. Pattern code (optional)

198 x 59 11208.001 * SA01

198 x 118 11208.002 * SA01

198 x 98 11208.003 * SA01

198 x 48 11208.004 * SA01

148 x 98 11208.005 * SA01

148 x 48 11208.006 * SA01

98 x 98 11208.007 * SA01

98 x 48 11208.008 * SA01

Cursom 11208.998 * SA01

Used PET felt colour: Iguana - P019

Used PET felt colour: Iguana - P019

* When requesting a quote or placing an order, please include the colour code of the PET felt with the article number first, optionally followed by the code for the pattern: [article 
number + colour code + pattern code (optional)].

2.2 Sharp Acoustics
Acoustics / Sharp Acoustics

Add colour and sound-absorbing properties to your whiteboard. These 9 mm thick PET felt panels come in 21 
colours (p. 29). The various panel sizes are compatible with Chameleon Sharp Wall (p. 10 - 11) and/or Chameleon 
Sharp Glassboard and Sharp Glass Wall (p. 22-25). 

Optionally, you can choose to incorporate the asymmetrical V-cut pattern into the panel. The pattern is then cut 
into the panel as shown in the line drawings alongside.
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A set of 4 acoustic panels in a fixed size that can be easily and quickly used to cover large wall surfaces. The V-Cut 
Panels consist of a single layer of 9 mm PET felt. Within this, a 3 mm deep V-groove is cut according to one of the 
10 patterns shown later on this page. The sides of the panels are finished with a bevel cut. Fitting pieces can be 
easily cut to size on location with a knife and a cutting ruler.

Refer to page 29 for the available colour options.

2.3 Creative V-Cut Panels
Acoustics / Creative V-Cut Panels

VP04

VP09

VP01

VP06

VP05

VP10

VP02

VP07

VP03

VP08

Panel size (cm) (total m2) Art. no. Amount of panels Description + pattern

58x118 (2,74) 11210.140 * 4 V-Cut Panels - VP01

58x118 (2,74) 11210.141 * 4 V-Cut Panels - VP02

58x118 (2,74) 11210.142 * 4 V-Cut Panels - VP03

58x118 (2,74) 11210.143 * 4 V-Cut Panels - VP04

58x118 (2,74) 11210.144 * 4 V-Cut Panels - VP05

58x118 (2,74) 11210.145 * 4 V-Cut Panels - VP06

58x118 (2,74) 11210.146 * 4 V-Cut Panels - VP07

58x118 (2,74) 11210.147 * 4 V-Cut Panels - VP08

58x118 (2,74) 11210.148 * 4 V-Cut Panels - VP09

58x118 (2,74) 11210.149 * 4 V-Cut Panels - VP10

Used PET felt colour: Hare - P008

* When requesting a quote or placing an order, include the colour code of the PET felt with the article number: [article number + colour code].
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A set of 4 acoustic panels in a fixed size that can be easily and quickly used to cover large wall surfaces. The 18 
mm V-Layer Panels consist of two layers of 9 mm PET felt. Different colours can be chosen for the front and back 
layers. The V-groove in this panel is 12 mm deep, making both the front and back layers visible. The sides of the 
panels are finished with a bevel cut. Fitting pieces can be easily cut to size on location with a knife and a cutting 
ruler.

Refer to page 29 for the available colour options.

2.4 Creative V-Layer Panels
Acoustics / Creative V-Layer Panels

VL04

VL09

VL01

VL06

VL05

VL10

VL02

VL07

VL03

VP08

Panel size (cm) (total m2) Art. no. Amount of panels Description + pattern

58x118 (2,74) 11210.160 * 4 V-Layer Panels - VL01

58x118 (2,74) 11210.161 * 4 V-Layer Panels - VL02

58x118 (2,74) 11210.162 * 4 V-Layer Panels - VL03

58x118 (2,74) 11210.163 * 4 V-Layer Panels - VL04

58x118 (2,74) 11210.164 * 4 V-Layer Panels - VL05

58x118 (2,74) 11210.165 * 4 V-Layer Panels - VL06

58x118 (2,74) 11210.166 * 4 V-Layer Panels - VL07

58x118 (2,74) 11210.167 * 4 V-Layer Panels - VL08

58x118 (2,74) 11210.168 * 4 V-Layer Panels - VL09

58x118 (2,74) 11210.169 * 4 V-Layer Panels - VL10

Used PET felt colours, front: Rough grey - P005, back: Anthracite - P021

* When requesting a quote or placing an order, please provide the colour code of the front layer first after the article number, followed by the colour code of the back layer: [article 
number + colour front + colour back].
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A set of 4 acoustic panels in a fixed size that can be easily and quickly used to cover large wall surfaces. The 18 
mm Layer Panels consist of two layers of 9 mm PET felt. In the front layer, a pattern is fully cut out, making the 
back layer clearly visible, creating a beautiful combination of 2 colour layers. In the case of two identical colour 
layers, a 3D effect is achieved without a colour difference. The sides of the panels are finished with a bevel cut. 
Fitting pieces can be easily cut to size on location with a knife and a cutting ruler.

Refer to page 29 for the available colour options.

2.5 Creative Layer Panels
Acoustics / Creative Layer Panels

Panel size (cm) (total m2) Art. no. Amount of panels Description + pattern

58x118 (2,74) 11210.100 * 4 Layer Panels - LP01

58x118 (2,74) 11210.101 * 4 Layer Panels - LP02

58x118 (2,74) 11210.102 * 4 Layer Panels - LP03

58x118 (2,74) 11210.103 * 4 Layer Panels - LP04

58x118 (2,74) 11210.104 * 4 Layer Panels - LP05

58x118 (2,74) 11210.105 * 4 Layer Panels - LP06

58x118 (2,74) 11210.106 * 4 Layer Panels - LP07

58x118 (2,74) 11210.107 * 4 Layer Panels - LP08

58x118 (2,74) 11210.108 * 4 Layer Panels - LP09

58x118 (2,74) 11210.109 * 4 Layer Panels - LP10

Used PET felt colours, front: Hare - P008, back: Anthracite - P021

* When requesting a quote or placing an order, please provide the colour code of the front layer first after the article number, followed by the colour code of the back layer: [article 
number + colour front + colour back].

LP04

LP09

LP01

LP06

LP05

LP10

LP02

LP07

LP03

LP08
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A set of 4 acoustic panels in a fixed size that can be easily and quickly used to cover large wall surfaces. The 18 
mm double-layer Education Panels consist of two layers of 9 mm PET felt. In the front layer, a pattern is fully cut 
out, specifically designed for (primary) education and childcare centers. The cutout in the front layer makes the 
back layer clearly visible, creating a beautiful combination of 2 colour layers. In the case of two identical colour 
layers, a 3D effect is achieved without a colour difference. The sides of the panels are finished with a bevel cut. 
Fitting pieces can be easily cut to size on location with a knife and a cutting ruler.

Refer to page 29 for the available colour options.

2.6 Creative Education Panels
Acoustics / Creative Education Panels

EP04EP01 EP05EP02 EP03

Panel size (cm) (total m2) Art. no. Amount of panels Description + pattern

58x118 (2,74) 11210.180 * 4 Education  Panels - EP01

58x118 (2,74) 11210.181 * 4 Education Panels - EP02

58x118 (2,74) 11210.182 * 4 Education Panels - EP03

58x118 (2,74) 11210.183 * 4 Education Panels - EP04

58x118 (2,74) 11210.184 * 4 Education Panels - EP05

Used PET felt colour, front: Polar ice - P014, back: Turmeric - P010

Used PET felt colour, front: Polar ice - P014, back: Dusk - P016

* When requesting a quote or placing an order, please provide the colour code of the front layer first after the article number, followed by the colour code of the back layer: [article 
number + colour front + colour back].
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A double-layer panel of 18 mm, consisting of two layers of 9mm PET felt. Different colours can be chosen for the 
front and back layers. The pattern cutout goes through both layers. This creates a see-through effect when the 
panel is freely hanging in the space.

The Divider Panels are supplied with steel cables for hanging from both fixed and suspended ceilings. They can 
be hung up to 2 meters below the ceiling with an adjustable connector.

Refer to page 29 for the available colour options.

2.7 Creative Divider Panels
Acoustics / Creative Divider Panels

DP04

DP09

DP01

DP06

DP05

DP10

DP02

DP07

DP03

DP08

Panel size (cm) Art. no. Amount of panels Description + pattern

108x220 11210.120 * 1 Divider Panel - DP01

108x220 11210.121 * 1 Divider Panel - DP02

108x220 11210.122 * 1 Divider Panel - DP03

108x220 11210.123 * 1 Divider Panel - DP04

108x220 11210.124 * 1 Divider Panel - DP05

108x220 11210.125 * 1 Divider Panel - DP06

108x220 11210.126 * 1 Divider Panel - DP07

108x220 11210.127 * 1 Divider Panel - DP08

108x220 11210.128 * 1 Divider Panel - DP09

108x220 11210.129 * 1 Divider Panel - DP10

Used PET felt colour, left: Dusk - P016, right: Hare - P008

* When requesting a quote or placing an order, include the colour codes of the PET felt with the article number: [article number + colour codes].
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Colours 
Chameleon can apply nearly any PMS, RAL or other colour system to the felt surface. With lighter colours, the 
felt structure in the surface will remain visible, while with darker colours, it will become less visible. Because 
of this, the most suitable colour can be chosen for any interior. In order to choose the right colour and see the 
effect of the felt surface, we would like to invite you to the Chameleon Showroom in Geldrop or Roermond. 
We will send you a sample of each selected colour allowing you to make the best choice. (Chameleon 
Acoustics Optimal is partly made from recycled materials. Slight colour differences may occur between 
different batches).

Full colour print
An acoustic panel with full colour (photo) print. Using sublimation technology, images are printed on 
Chameleon Acoustics Optimal with razor-sharp quality. The colour white is displayed as transparent. This 
means that the basic colour of the felt, including the felt structure, becomes the most visible.

25 mm PET felt
Application
The 25 mm Chameleon Acoustics PET felt is used for Optimal. 

Ecological footprint
Chameleon Acoustics Optimal consists of 100% recyclable PET felt, partly made from recycled 
materials. The material has a small ecological footprint because it is produced locally. 
• 100% recyclable PET (of which a part is recycled).
•  Free of formaldehyde.
•  ÖKO-TEX® standard 100 product class 1 certified (no harmful substances).
•  European production with fibres manufactured in Europe.
• Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) DIN EN 16516: German AgBB (2021), French VOC class A+.

Sizes and weigth
• Material thickness 25 mm.
• Maximum panel size  1500 x 3000 mm.
• Weight 4 kg/m2.

Fire resistance
Tested according to DIN EN 13501-01.
B-s1-d0.

Acoustics
From 1000 Hz, an absorption value of αw 0.85 can be achieved (when mounted directly onto the wall).

Maintenance
Brush with a soft brush or duster. Wet cleaning is not recommended. 

Mounting
The Chameleon Acoustics Optimal panels come with Velcro mounting. This has the advantage of 
quick and easy installation, reusability, and the ability to separate materials in the future. Upon 
request, panels can also be supplied without Velcro for wall adhesion.
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This product lives up to the name Chameleon. Optimal is a highly sound-absorbing wall covering that can be 
customized in nearly any colour. The colour is printed on the panel. You can choose from 4 different V-cut designs 
that are cut into the panel. In this V-groove, the grey base colour of the panel is visible instead of the printed 
surface colour.

• 25 mm thick PET felt with excellent acoustic properties.
• European-produced PET felt, partially made from recycled fibers.
• Base colour of PET felt is light grey, colour is printed on the surface. The printing colour may slightly vary from 

the chosen colour on each panel.
• The sides of the panel are beveled (bevel-cut), concealing seams in the V-cut pattern.
• Removable Velcro installation.

A quotation for this product is provided based on the wall dimensions. The wall is filled with multiple panels, each 
with a maximum size of 150 x 300 cm. The required height is cut to size, with the pattern being scaled accordingly. 
In width, panels maintain a width of 150 cm. Fitting pieces are created to fill the wall.

2.8 Optimal
Acoustics / Optimal

OPT109 OPT110 OPT111 OPT112
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3.1 Harmonica Workwall
3.2 Mobile
3.3 Momentum
3.4 Lean Wall
3.5 Portable

3 
Portable and 
mobile
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Think big because you can! The 3-part version of this mobile folding wall has a writing surface of an impressive 
3.5 meters in width. Each part can accommodate 2 panels (front and back) with the following options:

• Enamel writing surface. If you want a surface other than the default white enamel (W), please provide the 
article number for the desired size, followed by the surface code.

• A PET felt acoustic panel with a choice of 21 colours (see p. 29) and optional printing or the V-cut pattern 
DP01.

3.1 Harmonica Workwall
Portable and mobile / Harmonica Workwall

DP01

Size (cm) Art. no. Description

118 x 196,5 14013.307* Frame Harmonica Workwall, 1-part

236 x 196,5 14013.308* Frame Harmonica Workwall, 2-part

354 x 196,5 14013.310* Frame Harmonica Workwall, 3-part

118 x 185 16001.199 Enamel writing surface

118 x 185 11208.199 [colour code] PET felt panel

118 x 185 11208.198 [colour code] PET felt panel, incl. pattern

118 x 185 11208.197 [colour code] PET felt panel, incl. print

Used PET felt colour: Iguana - P019

* Frame excludes panels. The panels (2 per frame part) need to be ordered separately.
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Mobile whiteboards contribute to a dynamic work environment by fostering collaboration and interaction.

Chameleon Mobile is designed with a minimalist approach. The aesthetically elegant skate wheels are recessed 
into the frame and allow the whiteboard to move in a single direction (instead of swivel wheels). This design 
ensures that the frame remains sturdy while writing.

3.2 Mobile
Portable and mobile / Mobile

Size (cm) Art. no. Surface side 1 Surface side 2

192,4 x 88,7 15200.422 PET felt panel White enamel whiteboard

192,4 x 88,7 15200.432 1/3 PET felt - 2/3 white enamel whiteboard 1/3 PET felt - 2/3 white enamel whiteboard

192,4 x 88,7 15200.202 White enamel whiteboard White enamel whiteboard
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The beauty of spontaneity. The Chameleon Momentum is a portable, double-sided whiteboard weighing only 
10.9 kg. Its lightweight design makes it excellent for impromptu meetings. Additionally, the 25 mm thick frame 
takes up very little storage space.

3.3 Momentum
Portable and mobile / Momentum

Size (cm) Art. no. Colour

75,7 x 190,5 15400.001 Blue

75,7 x 190,5 15400.002 White

75,7 x 190,5 15400.003 Grey
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Writing without screws! Chameleon Lean Wall keeps walls intact. This whiteboard wall is composed of one or 
more panels equipped with a sturdy rubber edge at the top and bottom. This ensures excellent protection for 
both the wall and the floor while keeping the panels securely in place.

 If you want a surface other than the default white enamel (W), please provide the article number for the desired 
size, followed by the surface code.

294 cm 392 cm98 cm

22
1,6

 c
m

196 cm

3.4 Lean Wall
Portable and mobile / Lean Wall

Size (cm) Art. no. Amount of panels

98 x 221,6 15400.100 (+ code) 1

196 x 221,6 15400.101 (+ code) 2

294 x 221,6 15400.102 (+ code) 3

392 x 221,6 15400.103 (+ code) 4
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The aesthetic value of this whiteboard is defined by the details. A genuine buffalo leather carrying strap, a rubber 
edge finish; Chameleon Portable deserves to be seen. In fact, in multiple places, because this portable 
whiteboard allows you to take information with you.

If you want a surface other than the default white enamel (W), please provide the article number for the desired 
size, followed by the surface code.

3.5 Portable
Portable and mobile / Portable

Size (cm) Model Colour

82 x 82 M 15300.001 (+ code)

82 x 112 L 15300.002 (+ code)

82 x 172 XL 15300.003 (+ code)

∅ 8,8 (Additional wall mount) - 76001.040 (+ code)
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4.1 Starterkit Deluxe + acccessories
4.2 Glassboard starterkit
4.3 Scrumkit
4.4 Add-Ons

4 
Accessories
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Every component of the Starterkit Deluxe is magnetic. Markers, eraser sprays, and microfiber cloths can be hung 
anywhere on the whiteboard. For frameless whiteboards (Sharp, Curve), Chameleon offers a transparent design 
holder for markers as an alternative. This holder can be attached to the bottom of the board using an adhesive 
strip (this product is not magnetic).

* For glass boards, we offer a separate starter kit, see page 64.

4.1 Starterkit Deluxe + accessories
Accessories / Starterkit Deluxe + accessories

Design pen tray
76002.060

Art. no. Description

14017.113
All-magnetic accessories kit for whiteboards, 4 magnetic boardmarkers, 1 magnetic cleaning spray, 1 magnetic 
cleaning cloth and 10 cylinder magnets

14016.230 Magnetic markerset for whiteboards, set of 4, black, red, blue, green

14031.110 Magnetic cleaning spray for whiteboards (2x 120ml + clip)

14020.250 Magnetic cleaning cloths microfiber, grey, set of 3

14019.960 Design cylinder magnets, set of 10

76002.060 Design pen tray, transparant (non-magnetic)
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This starter kit includes board magnets that are suitable for glass boards. The magnetic eraser cloth also has a 
sewn-in glass board magnet. The markers and eraser spray are not magnetic. For these items, a transparent tray 
is included in the starter kit.

Art. no.

14017.153

4.2 Starterkit Glassboard
Accessories / Starterkit Glassboard
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Toolbox with all the essential parts so that you can start scrumming at once. Designed in partnership with Agile 
specialists.

Content
• 6 magnetic column cards, 150x50 mm
• 30 magnetic task cards in 6 colours, 75x75 mm
• 5 magnetic attention cards
• 5 static brainstorming note blocks, 5 colours, 100x70 mm, 100 sheets
• 1 roll matrix tape, black, 10 metres
• 10 memo magnets, black, ø10 mm
• 1 magnetic microfibre cleaning cloth
• 8 dry erasable plan markers, assorted, fine point
These products can also be ordered separately.

4.3 Scrumkit
Accessories / Scrumkit

Art. no.

14017.401
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These magnetic whiteboard accessories combine style and functionality, making them a versatile addition to any 
whiteboard or whiteboard wall. They keep your equipment, such as post-it notes, tablets, phones, or even coffee 
mugs, right at your fingertips. You can also use them to display inspiring magazines or trendy plants, adding both 
organization and aesthetics to your workspace. Chameleon Add-ons are always useful!

The Chameleon Columniser is a practical magnetic tool for drawing straight lines with markers, which can be used 
as tables or scrum boards. The Chameleon Scrumkit column cards fit perfectly within these lines, adding to their 
utility.

4.4 Add-Ons
Accessories / Add-Ons

Columniser
14021.201

Magazine / Pad Stand
14021.203

Cup Holder
14021.204

Coat Hanger
14021.205

Stack Box
14021.202

Art. no. Description

14021.201 Chameleon Columniser 

14021.202 Chameleon Stack Box

14021.203 Chameleon Magazine / Pad Stand

14021.204 Chameleon Cup Holder

14021.205 Chameleon Coat Hanger
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Get started with Chameleon products in 
pCon.planner. Place assortment product 
or build your own whiteboard in the custom 
configurator.

The Chameleon product portfolio is an addition to any furnishing project where 
collaboration and creativity are important goals for end users. The whiteboards, acoustic 
products and pinboards are available in pCon.planner, pCon.catalog, pCon.box and pCon.
facts.

Chameleon assortment products are freely 
accessible and can be downloaded as 3D 
files in pCon.catalog.

pCon.box is a handy tool to configure 
Chameleon whiteboards and place them 
directly in a room via augmented reality. It 
is also possible, for example, to upload a 
2D map in which our whiteboards can be 
placed in the right size.

With pCon.facts you always have all the 
information about our Chameleon 
products at your disposal. Ideal for 
presenting products on site with images, 
3D models and product information.

Get started and explore 
the posibilities
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Smit Visual B.V.
Spaarpot 120-122
5667 KZ Geldrop
Netherlands

T +31(0)40 - 280 85 00
E info@smit-visual.nl
W chameleonwriting.com

Disclaimer: This document was compiled with the utmost care. No part of this 
publication may be copied or reproduced without the express written consent of 
Smit Visual B.V. Smit Visual B.V. accepts no liability for errors or for any damages 
and/or losses incurred due to the use or abuse of information in this document.

Chameleon Experience Office
Looskade 21
6041 LE Roermond
Netherlands


